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Introducing dropdrop, an App to Leave Virtual Messages in the Real World
Published on 06/02/16
Six Overground announces dropdrop 1.1, their popular social networking app for iOS
devices. dropdrop lets you leave "drops" where you travel for others to discover. A drop
is a message or photo placed at a specific location in the real world. Missed that cute
stranger on the train platform? Leave an anonymous drop for them to find when they return.
Like user-generated geofences, you determine the size of the drop, its duration, and who
can see it.
Asbury Park, New Jersey - Six Overground is proud to announce the release of dropdrop 1.1,
a new iPhone app that lets you leave "drops" where you travel for others to discover. A
drop is a message or photo placed at a specific location in the real world. Missed that
cute stranger on the train platform? Leave an anonymous drop for them to find when they
return. Want to plan a pickup game in your area? Create a drop, set its size to your
neighborhood, and see who responds. Have something to sell that needs to be picked up?
Take a photo, leave a drop that covers a reasonable driving distance, and anyone in range
will see your listing. New to the area and need some local tips? Look for drops around you
for ideas. Want to get creative? Leave drops with hints for another location, and play a
scavenger hunt with your friends.
This is the first time people can create user-generated geofences for communication. We're
talking about messages that live at a real-world location, with a defined radius,
lifespan, and visibility. Think Bluetooth beacons without the hardware. You determine the
size of the drop, its duration, and who can see it. Don't want anyone to know who left it?
Spend stamps and leave an anonymous drop. Everything on dropdrop is centered around
location, so drops are relevant and timely. Drops don't last forever, so the conversation
stays fresh.
When creating a drop, it's placed exactly at your current location. You can set drops to
cover the size of a room, a building, a neighborhood, or a city. Drops can be set to last
between one day and 60 days. After that, the drop is gone forever. You can also select
from a list of your friends so that the drop is only visible to them. When a friend
approaches the edge of a drop, they'll receive a notification on their phone that a drop
is in their immediate vicinity. Drops can also be left anonymously by spending stamps
(currency that can be rewarded or purchased in the app).
Features:
* Leave drops for the world to see, or limit visibility to select friends
* Choose the duration of a drop before it disappears
* Select the size of a drop - as small as a room, or as big as a city
* Post with your public profile, or opt to post anonymously
* Get notifications when you discover drops nearby
dropdrop was picked up by Product Hunt and made it to the top! Here's what people are
saying:
"Interesting idea! Reminds me of when I was younger I would hide notes around payphones in
airports for my friend to find the next time they were in that airport." - darby, creative
director, RedTape
"Brings back fond memories of geocaching, it was great fun and an excellent excuse to
discover often overlooked places." - Sarthak Grover, All things Consumer
"I really like your app! Very simple and intuitive!" - David Bellaiche, Co-founder of Tack
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"Interesting idea. The peculiar use case of this product could be for long Trails / Thru
Hikes / adventure parks where you would probably need help." - Pratik Gandhi, Co-Founder,
Checkinstory
"Pretty Attractive and cool Idea ! Just loved it" - Usman Khalid, Founder @WPJIT
Version 1.1 includes stability improvements to make discovering messages around you as
delightful as possible. Fixed multiple prompts to enable notifications, duplicate
notifications when encountering a nearby drop, fixed camera permissions issue and other
very minor bug fixes.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.4 or later
* 23.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
dropdrop 1.1 is free and is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Social Networking category. An Android version of the app will be released this summer.
Six Overground:
http://sixoverground.com
dropdrop 1.1:
http://dropdrop.it
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1084919075
Product Hunt:
https://www.producthunt.com/tech/dropdrop
Media Assets:
http://dropdrop.it/press

Six Overground is a boutique digital agency located in Asbury Park, NJ. Our location
uniquely allows us to service our clients in two major cities, New York and Philadelphia.
We have a laser-focused approach to project work, with a highly specialized team of
experts. We are one of the few digital agencies that can take a concept completely
end-to-end. We work in an agile environment which lets us focus on the prioritized needs
of our clients in a nimble, fast-paced, and flexible manner. We are experts in the digital
field and provide a premium quality product, be it web-based, mobile, or desktop. Want
something more tangible? We love the Internet of Things. If your project has a digital
component, we're interested in making it happen. We build displays, installations, and
network connected physical objects. Bring us your idea and we will make it a reality. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Six Overground LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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